Buffalo Hunter, Rancher, Medal of Honor Recipient
By Bill O’Neal
Billy Dixon fired the most celebrated shot in the history of the West at the Second Battle
of Adobe Walls in 1874. A few months later as an Army scout, Dixon earned a Medal of
Honor during an even more desperate engagement at the Buffalo Wallow Fight.
Both battles took place in the Texas Panhandle, where Dixon became regarded as an icon
of heroism. After leaving the Army, Dixon returned to Adobe Walls to create a frontier
home and begin a long association with the nearby Turkey Track Ranch.
Born in Virginia in 1850, Billy ran away to the West as an adventure-seeking youngster. He
worked as a woodcutter, trapper, bullwhacker and muleskinner. Because of the manpower
shortage during the Civil War, the teenaged Dixon was able to find employment as a
teamster with government freight trains that supplied frontier outposts.

Turkey Track Ranch cowboys were neighbors and friends of Billy and
Olive Dixon. To erect a monument at Adobe Walls in 1924, the ranch
donated five acres that had once been the site of the Second Battle of
Adobe Walls. Olive reburied Billy Dixon on those five acres in 1929.

The teamsters received firearms and ammunition for these hazardous
journeys. Dixon was given a Remington Army Model revolver and a
Sharps carbine for his first trip as a teamster. He would receive other
weapons for subsequent treks to the West. Billy practiced at every
opportunity during these trips and received tips in gun handling from
veteran teamsters.
“I seemed to have a natural aptitude in the handling of firearms,” Billy
explained to an interviewer much later in his life. “It was my greatest
ambition to become a good shot…. I always attributed my skill with the
rifle to my natural love for the sport, to steady nerves, and to constant,
unremitting practice.”
Dixon left teamster work in 1869 to become a hunter and trapper. By
1870 the young marksman had joined the ranks of professional buffalo
hunters and acquired his own outfit: a wagon and team for hauling
provisions and buffalo hides and several employees to skin the large
number of carcasses he piled up with his exceptional sharpshooter skills.
Dixon and his outfit joined many others on hunting ranges in the vicinity
of Dodge City, but by 1873 buffalo herds in the area had disappeared.
Dixon led his outfit in a sweeping scouting expedition into the Texas
Panhandle and returned to Dodge City in February 1874 to find
numerous buffalo hunters willing to venture into the Panhandle. Dodge
City merchants also began to realize they could stay in business by
establishing a trading post in the Panhandle not only to provide hunters
with their needs but also to purchase and carry thousands of buffalo
hides back to Dodge City.
Dixon guided a long wagon caravan about 150 miles south of Dodge
City to a suitable Panhandle location about a mile north of an old trading
post known as Adobe Walls. Four structures were erected on a north and
south line facing east. The Myers and Leonard General Store was the
largest, northernmost building—70 feet long with a separate stable and a
picket corral. Rath and Wright Store and Corral was built to the south. In
between were two smaller buildings, Jim Hanrahan’s saloon and Thomas
O’Keefe’s blacksmith shop. The two stores and saloon were sod structures
while the little blacksmith shop was a picket building with an open front.
Even though the principal structures were built of sod, the new community
was called “Adobe Walls” because of its proximity to the adobe ruins that
had been the site of an 1864 battle between a military column led by Col.
Kit Carson and a band of warriors numbering perhaps 1,300 Comanche,
Kiowa and Kiowa-Apache braves. Little did anyone realize that an even
more famous clash, the Second Battle of Adobe Walls, was about to erupt
in June 1874.
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Billy Dixon had striking good looks, a sweeping mustache and the
shoulder-length hair of a plainsman. (Dixon, Billie; Barde, Fredrick
Samuel; Life and Adventures of “Billie” Dixon of Adobe Walls and
Buffalo Wallow. 1914, p.106, UTA Libraries Special Collections,
Garrett Collection)

“It was my greatest
ambition to become a
good shot…. I always
attributed my skill
with the rifle to my
natural love for the
sport, to steady nerves,
and to constant,
unremitting practice.”
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Just as the door again was barricaded, the warriors arrived. A
furious firefight raged for half an hour at the saloon and two
stores. Warriors enveloped the three buildings, pounding the
doors with rifle butts and thrusting lances into any possible
opening. Some warriors backed their ponies against the doors
and others tried to dig through the sod roofs.

“The black
body of

The desperately outnumbered defenders used their rapid-firing
revolvers and lever-action Winchesters to drive off the attackers.
A massive volume of fire struck the thick earthen walls, but not
a single defender was slain inside the hulking low structures.
Two teamsters, Ike and Shorty Scheidler (sometimes spelled
Shadler), were discovered and killed as they slept outside in
their wagon. Billy Tyler was fatally wounded as he tried to enter
the rear door of the Myers and Leonard store.

moving
objects
suddenly
spread out
like a fan,
and from it
went up one
single, solid

(Reprinted from Panhandle Pilgrimage by Pauline Durrett Robertson and R.L. Robertson, 1976,
Paramount Publishing Co., Amarillo, Texas)

After the initial attack was beaten off, a siege ensued. The
horses inside the corral were killed, preventing escape by the
defenders. But the general stores stocked plenty of food and
ammunition, as well as new firearms. The warriors pulled back
to snipe with their Winchesters, but they found themselves
within range of buffalo rifles.

yell—a war
whoop that
seemed to
shake the
very air of
the early
morning.”

“The power and range of the buffalo hunters’ guns surprised
and bewildered our people,” related Comanche warrior Yellow
Fish many years later.
Although more than half of the defenders were clerks and
other employees of the stores, the buffalo hunters and their
high-powered rifles were crucial in holding the warriors at
great distances. When occasional bold forays were attempted,
hunters fired shots that astounded and dismayed the warriors.
A Comanche brave named Co-hay-yah spoke with grudging
admiration: “No wonder they could kill the buffalo.”
The most remarkable of these long-distance shots was fired by
Billy Dixon on the third day of the battle. About 15 mounted
warriors appeared on a faraway bluff. “The distance was not
far from three-quarters of a mile,” said Billy, who was urged
by his friends to try a shot.
In addition to the vast distance, wind was always a factor in
the Panhandle. Onlookers crowded around as Billy steadied
the heavy gun on a window ledge, probably from a seated
position. He elevated the barrel for extreme range, pulled the
set trigger, and touched off the big cartridge. Billy arched the
shot to drop it into the middle of the group.

Buffalo hunters established hunting camps throughout the Adobe Walls vicinity in 1874. A
great many hides were harvested from the herds, and traffic was busy between the camps and
the new Adobe Walls.
As the hunters built their new community, a recruiting effort was underway by an impressive
young Comanche warrior named Quanah and a charismatic medicine man known as Isa-Tai.
Quanah and Isa-Tai went from band to band recruiting braves for a large war party that would
total an estimated 600 mounted braves. Tribal leaders decided to send this force against the new
community of buffalo hunters at Adobe Walls.

This artist’s depiction of the 1874 Buffalo Wallow Fight is on
display in the Roberts County Museum. Billy Dixon is in the
foreground wearing a white shirt. (Courtesy Roberts County
Museum, Miami, Texas)

During the pre-dawn hours of June 27, 1874, the war party assembled behind a butte nearly a
mile southeast of the Adobe Walls buildings. Billy Dixon was one of 28 men and one woman
who were present at Adobe Walls that day. Mrs. William Olds had come from Dodge City with
her husband to operate a dining room in the rear of the Rath and Wright Store. Dixon was up
before dawn preparing to drive his wagon back to camp. As skies began to lighten in the east, he
noticed movement of some sort.
“Then I was thunderstruck,” he remembered. “The black body of moving objects suddenly
spread out like a fan, and from it went up one single, solid yell—a war whoop that seemed to
shake the very air of the early morning.”
Dixon assumed that the galloping warriors were headed for the horse herd beginning to graze
across Adobe Walls Creek east of the Adobe Walls buildings. But while one division rode to
round up the horses, most of the braves whipped their mounts toward the buffalo hunter
community. Billy triggered one shot from his breech-loading rifle at the onrushing warriors
before breaking into a dead run for the nearest structure, Hanrahan’s saloon.
“War whoops had a very appreciable effect upon the roots of a man’s hair,” reminisced Billy
years later. The door already was shut and barred, but as bullets kicked up dust around his feet,
Billy’s frantic shouts resulted in a quickly opened doorway.
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Sharps Big Fifty
Designed for Big Game,
Long Distances

Photo of a museum exhibit illustrating a buffalo hunter at work with a Sharps Big Fifty rifle.
(Courtesy NRA Museum in Springfield, Mo.)

The 50th anniversary of the Second
Battle of Adobe Walls was a major
historical event June 27, 1924, in the
Texas Panhandle. Attendees gathered
around the new monument, and the
nearby Turkey Track Ranch turned
over its bunkhouses to the visitors.
(Courtesy Panhandle-Plains Historical
Museum, Canyon, Texas)

The Sharps “Big Fifty” was the preferred rifle of Billy Dixon and a great many
other buffalo hunters. The Sharps Rifle Manufacturing Co. was located in
Hartford, Conn., and the company introduced a succession of military and
sporting rifles as well as carbines, shotguns and a variety of cartridges.
The “Big Fifty” was the .50-90 in a 2.5-inch case that came out in mid1872, gained an immediate following among buffalo hunters and weighed
from 12 to 16 pounds. The heavy weight of octagonal 34-inch barrels and
a large buttplate helped absorb the recoil of powerful charges. The singleshot weapons were so powerful that they could knock down a 2,000-pound
buffalo at 1,000 yards.
This heavy load offered greater power than the .50-70 cartridge that had been
a favorite with buffalo hunters during the heyday of the hide-hunting years.
The Sharps Big Fifty had a Creedmore tang sight that could be elevated for
distance and adjusted slightly from side to side to allow for windage. Billy
Dixon used this gun when he accomplished his famous shot that killed an
Indian warrior during the 1874 Second Battle of Adobe Walls. Some estimate
the shot extended as far as 1,528 yards.
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“We saw an Indian fall from his horse,” recounted Dixon.
“The others dashed out of sight behind a clump of timber.”
The war party soon withdrew, dividing into small bands that
attacked buffalo hunters in their camps.
The precise location of the warriors was never determined,
but three surveys recorded possible distances of 1,028 yards,
1,320 yards, or 1,528 yards. If the latter distance is correct, the
big slug would have traveled for 5.3 seconds. Billy shrugged
it off as a “scratch shot,” but it was more than luck. His
extraordinary shot galvanized the admiration of those who
saw it and of those who heard about it. Billy Dixon’s feat was
not forgotten—not during his lifetime and not in the more
than a century since his death.
After Adobe Walls, the Army organized a campaign that
would involve the convergence of five large columns into the
Panhandle. The column from the north mustered at Dodge
City under the command of Col. Nelson A. Miles. Miles
established a large scouting company and hired Billy Dixon as
a scout at $75 per month.

Bat Masterson was only 20 when he
stood side by side with Billy Dixon
firing out of the same window at
Hanrahan’s Saloon in Adobe Walls.
(Courtesy Scurry County Museum,
Snyder, Texas)

The ensuing campaign became known as the Red River War.
Billy had the opportunity during the campaign to conduct
Col. Miles and other officers on a tour of Adobe Walls. In
September 1874, Billy and another scout, Amos Chapman,
were assigned to carry dispatches to Camp Supply in western
Oklahoma. The scouts were accompanied by four troopers,
and the small courier party traveled eastward through the
Panhandle mostly after dark.

In what today is Hemphill County, less than a day’s ride from
the Texas-Oklahoma border, the six-man detail was jumped
by about 125 warriors. Attacked in flat, open country, Dixon,
Chapman and three troopers dismounted to fight on foot.
Pvt. George Smith was designated as horse holder, but he was
severely wounded and warriors rode off with the horses.
Amos Chapman’s knee was shattered, and his leg later had
to be amputated. Every man in the detail was wounded
early in the fight. Dixon was struck in the calf of his leg but
remained mobile. He spotted a nearby buffalo wallow where
the men took cover. The shallow depression was improved by
energetic knife work. Dixon hoisted Chapman onto his back
and under fire carried him to the buffalo wallow. Then, with a
companion, Dixon returned to bring Smith to the depression.
The private died that night in the buffalo wallow.
Dixon’s companions each had a revolver and a short-range
carbine, but Billy carried his Big Fifty. With this formidable
weapon, he kept the warriors at bay. Hours later, with the
approach of a sizable cavalry column, the war party rode
away. Members of the courier detail were awarded the
Congressional Medal of Honor, and Billy’s medal and a
personal letter of commendation from Col. Miles are on
display at the Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum in Canyon,
Texas. A granite monument was erected in 1925 at the site of
the Buffalo Wallow Fight southeast of Canadian, Texas. The
monument bears the names of the six heroes “who cleared the
way for other men.”
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After the Second Battle of Adobe Walls, Billy Dixon was an Army scout stationed at Fort Elliott for more than eight years. Fort Elliott was the last frontier outpost
established in Texas. The town of Mobeetie in Wheeler County grew beside it. (Courtesy National Archives)

With the successful conclusion of the Red River War, Dixon chose to
remain with the Army and was stationed at Fort Elliott in the eastern
Panhandle. Now a frontier celebrity, Dixon socialized at the post and in
the saloons of nearby Mobeetie. When scouts were no longer needed by
1883, he was discharged after more than eight years of service.
During his time in Mobeetie, Dixon had become friendly with Cape
Willingham, another noted Panhandle pioneer. By the time of Dixon’s
discharge, Willingham had been hired as foreman of the unruly crew
of the Turkey Track Ranch. Turkey Track headquarters was only a mile
north of the site of the Second Battle of Adobe Walls. At its height, the
Turkey Track owned 85,000 acres and leased another 350,000 acres
for a herd that totaled 30,000 head of cattle. Willingham offered Dixon
employment, and Billy left Fort Elliott for the vicinity of his greatest fame.
Dixon soon acquired two sections of land that included the original
Adobe Walls trading post, which is where he built a log cabin and then
expanded using a couple of old frame buildings from the Turkey Track.
He also added an abandoned settler’s cabin that was hauled to his
sprawling house. Using irrigation from a nearby stream, Dixon planted
a 200-tree fruit orchard and opened a 40-acre alfalfa field. Because his
saddle horses and small cattle herd did not need that much hay, the
Turkey Track purchased the surplus hay.

This portrait of 18-year-old Olive King was taken
three years before her wedding to Billy Dixon. (Photo
reprinted by permission of Virginia Irwin Maynard,
granddaughter of Billy Dixon)
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Billy became the region’s postmaster, and the Turkey Track and its
cowboys were his most consistent customers. He opened a little store
for the cowboys, selling them candy, chewing gum and tobacco. He also
served the area as Texas Land Agent and Justice of the Peace.

In 1894 Billy married an adventurous young schoolmarm who had come to
the Panhandle from Virginia to visit an older brother working for the Bar
CC Ranch. Olive King stayed to teach at a rural school, and matchmaking
produced romance and a wedding. Billy was 44 and Olive was 21. They
dined at Turkey Track headquarters and visited a bachelor cowboy at a line
camp on their honeymoon.
Billy and Olive had eight children, losing one baby girl in infancy. Their
older children went to school at a small facility on the Turkey Track, and the
teacher boarded at the Dixon home. The ranch owners were from Kansas
City, but Mr. and Mrs. James Conroy often traveled to Texas and brought
their children to the Turkey Track for long visits.
When Olive Dixon had a baby, Mrs. Conroy sent her maid to assist the
new mother. When the Canadian River flooded and Mrs. Conroy’s son died
unexpectedly, the only mourners at the graveside were Turkey Track cowboys
and the neighboring Dixon family.
Billy Dixon eventually sold his little spread to the Turkey Track. He died in
1913 on his homestead in the Oklahoma Panhandle. The next year Olive
published a classic frontier biography of Billy based on their extensive
conversations. When she spearheaded a movement to erect a monument at
Adobe Walls, the Turkey Track donated five acres at the old buffalo hunter
site. Olive reburied Billy at Adobe Walls in 1929 on the donated five acres. ★
BILL O’NEAL is the author of more than 40 books. The most recent is a dual biography of Billy and
Olive Dixon published by Eakin Press: Billy and Olive Dixon, The Plainsman and His Lady. O’Neal
recently concluded a six-year tenure as State Historian of Texas.

Billy Dixon’s Medal of Honor was presented to him
for bravery under adverse circumstances as a result
of the Buffalo Wallow Fight. Today it is on display at
the Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum. (Courtesy
Panhandle Plains Historical Museum, Canyon, Texas)
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